
Guidance on “How to do your own Audio Interview”. 

 www.NHSreality.wordpress.com 

Use a digital audio recorder, or the audio recording programme on your computer/PC and a 

microphone. The audio recorder may record many different types of file. Don’t worry; I can convert 

it here at my home. 

Use a room where you have good acoustics, few reflecting surfaces, and a soft cloth on which to 

place the microphone if it is not to be hand held. If you wish, listen to some of the previous 

interviews. 

Make yourself comfortable, as the interview could take 20-40 minutes depending on how erudite 

you are. 

Plan to AVOID using any names of people or phrases, especially if you are in critical mode,  ones  

which make it obvious exactly who you are criticising. 

Plan your answers. Don’t be caught out by a question, and if you wish to add or subtract questions 

please do so. 

Make sure there is no phone in the room, but if there is turn it off or take it outside – it could go off 

during the recording. Same applies to your mobile phone(s) – both interviewer and interviewee. 

Try not to stop the recording, because different clips sometimes sound somewhat artificial if welded 

together. 

Spread the word. I give this site 3-6 months only to either take off or to fail. Pass the website and 

this advice on to a friend/colleague. 

Let me know of any really good questions which could apply across the board. 

Let me know with the file whether you wish to be incognito, and also give me permission to publish 

on the website. 

I am designing a question interview format for Managers, Nurses and Political representatives, but 

pending these please feel free to adapt the one for doctors. If anyone fancies sending me one for 

NHS nurses or managers I would be most grateful. 

e-mail the file on to me roger@burnspace.co.uk 

I will then check it for slander/libel and publish as soon as time allows. 
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